London's Weirdest Building: Will Alsop's Neuron Pod

...oddness from a safe distance. Will Alsop's Neuron Pod, at the Centre of the Cell, a science educational facility attached to Queen Mary, University of London, was designed to resemble a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

He has sent me to bind up the wounds, and not to gather dust. The Neuron Pod, with its distinctive shape and architecture, is a unique architectural achievement. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Centuries before the appearance of the Neuron Pod, people had no axon to grind. Still, who could begrudge such a joyful, original piece of architecture? I for one would be delighted to see more buildings like it. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

When viewed from the west, the Neuron Pod appears to be a composite of a hedgehog and a shark. It's nightmarish when viewed from the west. Like some kind of hedgehog-shark composite or a massive sea creature, the Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

I don't like to think about a brain cell, or something you might find snuffling under a hedge. Do you see a brain cell, or something you might find snuffling under a hedge? The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Banish the boredom. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Eyes to the skies. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Oddness from a safe distance. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Tardigrades. Beware. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Water taxis, a ruined abbey, and glorious Weatherford Balloons will sail over London this weekend. Up to 50 hot air balloons will sail over London this weekend. Banish the boredom. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Got any plans yet? Weekends are the best time to do things. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Have no axon to grind. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Stay behind the walls and see the world. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

London is a city for adventurers. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Find your inner animal. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Where Would You Fit in the London Hierarchy? The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Don't Miss London's Best Bits. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.

Last Updated 04 April 2019. The Neuron Pod is a brain cell. Called the Neuron Pod, it joins other cell-shaped meeting rooms within the building.